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PANORAMA
The Tanzanian Surprise 
How well do we inherently understand East African Countries? As 
East African issues are being discussed or decided at regional organs 
of the East African Community (EAC), does the public truly know 
and comprehend the impact of integration? Digging for such 
information based on properly researched evidence is always a good 
thing because of the likelihood of having to dispel existing 
assumptions. That is what is beginning to happen in Tanzania 
following the Society for International Development’s (SID) 
collaboration with Twaweza in the Tanzania Dialogues Initiative.

Most perceptions of Tanzania and its citizens are a characterization 
of lukewarm attitudes towards integration initiatives. This 
perception is so prevalent that most of the reporting on Tanzanian 
feelings towards the “Coalition of the Willing” (COW) seemed to 
brand them as very unenthusiastic in progressing the integration 
agenda that it was justified to let them (together with Burundi) 
catch up in future. Surprisingly, it emerged from the Sauti za 
Wananchi (Citizens’ Voice) survey conducted with Twaweza that 80 
percent of Tanzanians believe fully in the East African integration 
process. The  majority of those who had heard of the COW wanted 
to join it. So, if integration is so popular in Tanzania, is the problem 
its leadership or its bureaucracy?
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Even more astounding, despite a historical rivalry with Kenya, Tanzanians view the country as a popular partner. 
The same is the case with Uganda although the two share much more cordial relations in history. In that sense it 
seems a legacy of the three pioneer countries in the EAC is still very strong all the way down to the general 
populace. Maybe this is the reason why a single tourist visa and progress on free movement have been warmly 
welcomed. Tanzanians just can’t wait for an opportunity to visit Kampala or Nairobi! This will surely work into 
the very optimistic view of their future.

Other than reporting these Tanzanian perspectives, this issue also comments on growing influence of Kenya’s 
military in domestic security. The Kenya Defence Forces (KDF) may require a little more nuance in service 
provision. Our bookworm gets to review “Through My African Eyes” by the ‘in-your-face, intensive if not 
hypertensive but humorous’ man, Jeff Koinange, as he weaves a profound story of the challenges, intrigues, and 
focus in the experiences of an African journalist.

Additionally, this issue also tries to ask how the Greater Horn of East Africa (GHEA) is coping with mental 
health issues within a context of so many trauma related events. This is especially the case, in light of increased 
participation in actions of conventional warfare while still having to face many other scary and shocking events 
that are likely to manifest in generations of people afflicted by Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Such 
shocking events can be like what our reporter in 2026 informs us as the occupation of Burundi by Tanzanian 
forces. One can never tell what this could mean, not only for the psyche of the nation but also the mental health 
of Burundians at border points going to be attacked in that time by the Union of Kivu Peoples (UPK).

Despite the mostly gory news coming out of Kenya these days, Irũngũ Houghton points us to some good work 
coming out of Kilimani neighborhood in Nairobi. Through a place-based organizing initiative residents are 
envisioning an alternate concept of their spaces, therefore, gaining more ownership to confidently demand 
better services while improving their society by building: trust, community and solidarity beyond maintenance 
of utilities. It is clear that this can only happen with greater imagination and openness in processes. In Ebola, 
another horrific story, we find light through lessons provided by gallant Ugandan doctors as they help out their 
West African brothers in their time of need.

We also get to ask if Sudan and its Al-Ingaz regime are actually ‘friendly’ to the integrationist development 
agenda in the GHEA; particularly in the EAC. This is in light of very revealing leaked documents of its Military 
and Security Committee that speak of its intentions to continue facilitating protracted fighting in South Sudan 
and possible linkages with militias such as Al-Shabaab in Somalia where a number of EAC countries are engaged 
in peacemaking under the banner of the African Union Mission in Somalia (Amisom). And what lies in wait for 
Burundi if its people continue to suffer from hunger and ill-health? Lastly, in our ‘Tweenterview’ section we 
feature Aly-Khan Saatchu’s monthly #Mindspeak series, where he invited TradeMark East Africa (TMEA) Chief 
Executive Officer Frank Matsaert to talk on how to “Unleash the East African Lion”. Let’s think about it.  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COMMENTARY  
KENYA: Bombs 
Away! 
Extended Military Influence is Lacking 
Nuance in Kenyan Internal Security 
Solutions

“There has been no shortage of literature on the properties 
a strong state would possess and that weak and !agile 
ones lack: stability, a government that commands the 
a"egiance of its people and genera"y maintains civil 
order throughout its internationa"y recognized borders, a 
government that is reasonably effective in discharging its 
tasks including upholding property rights and other 
requirements for a functioning economy, and a general 
prevalent sense that the state is in some basic sense 
legitimate.”

- Professor John Harbeson  1

Shortly after Issue No. 2 of the Greater Horn 
Quarterly was published, Kenyans in Turkana 
County, Turkana East Constituency, Kapedo Ward 
were subjected to bombing raids by the Kenyan 
Defence Forces (KDF).

This was after 19 police officers were killed and their 
weapons stolen by cattle rustlers. These officers had 
gone to recover a vehicle that was burnt to ashes as it 
delivered examination papers for the Kenya 
Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) exams. 
Three officers had already died in this initial mission 
when they were ambushed by the same raiders.

A furious President Uhuru Kenyatta, flew to Kapedo 
to assess the situation and gave a two-day ultimatum 
in which he demanded all stolen weapons and 
perpetrators be handed over to the government. 
Rejecting the two-week period requested by elders 
he sanctioned the military takeover of the 
pacification mission if the deadline was not fulfilled. 

 Professor Harbeson is a lecturer at Johns Hopkins University, School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) and 1

professor of political science emeritus at the City University of New York, read: Harbeson J., ‘The Condition of the 
State in the Horn of Africa’, The Nairobi Law Monthly, Vol.5 Issue 11, November 2014.
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His deputy backed this administrative resolve with a 
stump speech that nothing would be left to chance.

Kenyans are now getting used to military 
involvement in internal security matters since the 
October 2013 Westgate shopping mall attack. As was 
the case in Mpeketoni in Lamu County during the 
Al-Shabaab attacks the military has taken to air raids, 
bombing suspected hideouts in a bid to flush out 
alleged culprits. Though the operation seemed to 
have been initially supported, the leadership has 
come out strongly to criticize military actions over 
reports of harassment, destruction and looting of 
property .  2

It seems the boardroom struggles within the security 
establishment, that saw General Julius Karangi 
become the most 
dominant figure 
in an attempt to 
plug holes in the 
domestic security 
system, are not in 
touch with liberal 
democratic 
aspirations of the 
Kenyan 
constitution .  3

Going by various 
commentaries by 
pundits in the 
media there is a 
lingering suspicion of resistance security sector 
reforms. Mindsets are stuck in the ‘impressively’ 
brutal effectiveness of the colonial era outfits the 
forces used to be, while constitutional reforms 
intended a transformative process in which security 
provision is a service consistently culturing relations 
within and between communities.

More astounding is refusal to acknowledge the 
neglected nature of these areas, therefore justifying 

brute force against these peripherally located 
marginalized populations on account of their 
perceived primitive nature or culture. On the popular 
current affairs television show Jeff Koinange Live 
people living in that part of the country were 
consistently described as backward and therefore 
deserving in experiencing the full might of the 
administration meted on them for attacking 
government officers. The same was consistent in 
print media . 4

Despite trying to explain problems of living in the 
periphery, West Pokot Senator Prof. John 
Lenyangapuo was briefly made a villain on social 
media for reiterating statements of his constituents 
who confessed to having mistakenly identified their 
victims. Apparently the warring group mistook 

officers for Kenya 
Police Reservists 
originating from 
their rivals 
community. 
Unjustifiable as it 
may be years of 
abandonment 
have left these 
communities to 
guarantee their 
own security. Yet, 
the realm of 
Kenyans on 

Twitter quickly 
took to crucifying him before getting clarity on the 
meaning of his position. Surprisingly, on the 
following day in an early morning talk show an officer 
who shared a platform with Prof. John Lenyangapuo 
kept supporting his points of view on problems 
resulting from the inadequacies of troop numbers 
and proper equipment.

 Kipsang W., ‘Tears, pain as soldiers hunt for guns’, Daily Nation, 9 November 2014,http://www.nation.co.ke/news/2

Tears-pain-as-soldiers-hunt-for-guns-/-/1056/2516856/-/w3ruow/-/index.html 

 Africa Confidential, ‘KENYA: Security changes mark sombre anniversary’, 26 September 2014 http://www.africa-3

confidential.com/article/id/5792/Security_changes_mark_a_sombre_anniversary 

 Ambira J.K., ‘Military justified to go after police killers’, Daily Nation, 9 November 2014, http://www.nation.co.ke/4

oped/Letters/Military-justified-to-go-after-police-killers/-/440806/2516768/-/y8vp9vz/-/index.html 
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Turkana County is a generally vast and sparsely 
populated as compared to the thick marshy 
uninhabited forests in Mpeketoni where Al-Shabaab 
collaborators hid after their heinous acts in Lamu. 
Why would government bomb such an area without 
regard to the lives of people? Why would bombing of 
citizens take place in supposed peacetime? In any 
case blasting away shrubs hiding suspected bandits 
could very well end up being the killing of an 
innocent young child grazing cattle on the only piece 
of greenery in five or ten kilometres.

Historically, it is not the first time Kenya has tried 
using raw power to curtail cattle rustling activities. 
Since colonial times central government has always 
taken an iron fisted approach in response to banditry 
and similar forms of criminality with minimal success 
as seen from its persistent recurrence. Even though 
Kenya would not like to admit this, it is clear that 
the country has consistently been in a state of low 
intensity conflict. This may not be seen as likely to 
destabilize the country but its growth in scope is 
diminishing confidence in the governing 
administration. As the tally in the loss of lives and 
property piles up, confidence in the state wanes even 
more. Thus, there are persistent failures the country 
needs to acknowledge in order to see what exactly is 
not working. Policing may be exclusive to the state 
especially at the national level but the understanding 
of context that is important in developing adequate 
intelligence to prevent insecurity is a much wider 
collective effort involving elected leaders and the 
citizenry. The national government should therefore 
get to understand that even though administrative 
rule is easily consolidated, at different levels the 
legitimacy of the state is not felt 
in many places. That then makes 
the rhetoric of ultimatums or 
shows of force a poor attempt at 
shock and awe.
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Who’s looking out for whom? 

Soon after the Kapedo attack 28 people were 
killed in Mandera after the Al-Shabaab flagged 
down a Nairobi bound bus with commuters 
going home for the Christmas holidays. The 
deputy president’s announcement of a pursuit 
that killed 100 militants did not assure the 
public and led to public protests demanding 
resignation of the Interior Cabinet Secretary 
and the Inspector General of Police (IGP). 
These protests came hot on the heels of those 
protesting the increased cases of women 
being stripped naked across the country. 
Perceptions of executive disconnect 
heightened when pictures of the President 
allegedly having a good time in Abu-Dhabi 
watching the F1 Grand Prix surfaced on the 
Internet. A poor rendition of the public’s 
responsibility in the situation further angered 
the public but increased frustrations when a 
further 36 people were killed at a quarry in the 
same town. Subsequently both the Minister for 
Internal Security and National Coordination, 
together with the Inspector General of Police 
(IGP) lost their jobs while an opposition 
Member of Parliament was nominated to 
occupy the interior ministry upon his 
parliamentary vetting. This may have eased the 
pressure on government but many structural 
and systemic issues concerning security 
remain unaddressed.
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FEATURE: TANZANIA
Let’s build one house!  
What do Tanzanians’ think about the East A!ican Community? 

In July 2000, the East African Community (EAC) 
was established through a treaty between Tanzania, 
Kenya and Uganda, as founding signatories from the 
1967 East African Federation. Rwanda and Burundi 
joined the EAC in July 2007. The Customs Union 
came into effect in 2005, establishing a common 
external tariff and free trade between members. The 
Common Market came into effect on July 1, 2010. It 
provides for “four freedoms”, namely the free 
movement of goods; labour; services; and capital, 
which aim to significantly boost trade and 
investments and make the region more productive 
and prosperous .5

Citizen opinion has played a prominent role in 
Tanzania’s recent EAC history. An Afrobarometer 
survey carried out in 2007-08   found that a majority 6

of citizens favoured economic integration but did 
not support closer political integration. This finding 
was one of the arguments for Tanzania not to join 
three other EAC members in the so-called Coalition 
of the Willing (COW) who are speeding up their 
pace of regional integration. Several COW meetings 
in 2013 highlighted specific country responsibilities 
for the fast-track agenda: according to the East 
African (31 August, 2013) “Kenya takes the lead on 
the pipeline and electricity generation and 

 EAC (East African Community), Common Market, http://www.eac.int/commonmarket  accessed 12 December 5

2014.

 Katera, L., Citizens’ views on the East African Federation: a Tanzanian perspective, Afrobarometer Briefing Paper, 6

REPOA, Dar es Salaam 2009.
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distribution; Rwanda on the Customs, single visa and 
EAC e-identity card; and Uganda the railway and 
political federation”.

All of these aspects on the EAC agenda could have a 
significant impact on lives and businesses of citizens. 
How aware are Tanzanians of the EAC agenda and 
proposals? Do they agree with proposals? What are 
the implications of these proposals? Will Tanzania 
lead, slow down or give up on regional integration?

This is a presentation of Twaweza data on Tanzanian 
citizens’ perceptions of the ongoing EAC process. 
Data from the 23rd round of Sauti za Wananchi 
(Citizens’ Voice) is used from what is considered as 
Africa’s first nationally representative high-frequency 
mobile phone survey (www.twaweza.org/sauti). The 
data was collected in partnership with the Society for 
International Development through calls to 1,408 
respondents in mainland Tanzania only thereby 
excluding Zanzibar between 13 August and 22 August 
2014.

The findings are:

• Eight out of ten citizens believe they should stay 
in the East African Community.

• Two out of three Tanzanians who have heard about 
the Coalition of the Willing want to be part of it.

• Kenya and Uganda are the most popular 
integration partners for Tanzanians.

• The most popular elements of integration are a 
single tourist visa across the region, intra-EAC 
travel with a national identity card, and joint 
infrastructure projects; eight out of ten citizens 
support these.

• Seven out of ten Tanzanians support free 
movement of labour within the EAC and the 
creation of a common passport.

Surprise!! Tanzanians want 
more integration  

Most Tanzanians know about the East African 
Community and have clear opinions about it. The 
headline results from the August 2014 round of 
Twaweza’s Sauti za Wananchi mobile phone survey on 
the EAC are that:

• Tanzanians have positive views of the EAC, the 
economic opportunities offered by it and the likely 
impact.

• Tanzanians do not want an East African army or 
government – but they do support closer 
administrative integration including a common 
passport, the ability to travel with national identity 
cards and freedom of labour movement within the 
EAC. 

• Looking ahead to 2025, two thirds of Tanzanians 
see the EAC being at least as strong as, if not 
stronger than, it is today.

Large majorities are positive about integration with 
the largest and economically most important EAC 
members, Kenya and Uganda. A large majority of 
Tanzanians at 80% are not aware of (the acrimonious 
debates around) the Coalition of the Willing. Of 
those who have heard about the Coalition, 67% want 
to be part of it.

On the substantive issues, large majorities approve of 
introducing a single tourism visa for visitors coming 
to any EAC country; and the ability of EAC citizens 
to travel across member states using only their 
national identity card. Furthermore, large majorities 
approve of joint (cross-border) infrastructure 
projects and the free movement of labour.

These last four items are fundamental and promise 
large sustained economic benefits to Tanzanians, 
both to the individual and the economy at large. 
Removing hurdles on cross-border movement of 
people will make traveling easier, for both workers 
and for tourists. In a truly free internal labour 
market, workers will be allowed to use their talents 
anywhere in the EAC, without costly permits that 
are currently often required. This would provide two 
sets of benefits: one for Tanzanians who can get work 
in, for example, Rwanda or Kenya. 

The second one is for Tanzanians who make use of 
services – think of English lessons for their children– 
offered by Kenyans, Ugandans and other EAC 
citizens in Tanzania. This last point is often 
overlooked in discussions about labour permits (and 
illegal immigrants). One of the huge benefits of EAC 
labour market liberalization is on the demand side: 
Tanzanian citizens can benefit from an increased 
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supply of talent and quality in their own country. 
This benefit is immediate as well as dynamic, with 
improved supply spurning greater competition in 
services and learning far into the future. 

There are other EAC benefits such as critical joint 
cross-border infrastructure investments that allow 
Tanzanian exporters to lower their costs and boost 
competitiveness. A report on the drivers of economic 
growth and poverty reduction in Africa, edited by 
Professor Benno Ndulu, currently the Governor of 
the Bank of Tanzania, states: “On the side of trade, 
evidence shows that integration with global markets 
is associated with higher growth, underpinning the 
need for growth strategies to emphasize scaling up 
and diversifying exports. Enhanced competitiveness 
and reduced barriers to trade are the two critical 
areas of action.”  7

Citizens agree with experts on the economic benefits 
offered by the EAC. However, there is a risk of losing 
opportunities that are part of the current EAC 
momentum. For the well-being of the current and 
future generations, Tanzania clearly cannot afford to 
miss out on any of the drivers of economic growth 
offered by further integration. It is time for 
Tanzania’s economic diplomats to safeguard and 
enhance these opportunities for their citizens to 
enjoy.

Tanzania 2025 
How optimistic are Tanzanians about 
their future?
Change in Tanzania is both slow and fast. While 
most rural households report living without 
electricity, without a motor vehicle and without 
concrete walls, Dar es Salaam has nearly doubled in 
size in the ten years between 2002 and 2012: from 2.5 
million to 4.4 million. GDP per capita was USD 313 
in 2005 and has almost doubled to USD 593 in 2013 . 8

Ten years ago, relatively few Tanzanians owned 

 Ndulu B., Lopamudra C., Lebohang L., Vijaya R., and Jerome W., Challenges of African Growth: opportunities, 7

constraints and strategic directions. World Bank, Washington, D.C. 2007.

 World Bank, World Development Indicators 2014, http://data.worldbank.org/products/wdi accessed 12 December 8

2014.
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Re-imagining the Future of Tanzania 

Tanzania has delivered impressive economic growth 
performance in the last decade, averaging between 6 
percent and 7 percent between 2000 and 2014. While 
the poverty rate has fallen from 39 percent in 1990 to 
33 percent in 2007 and further to 28 percent in 2012, 
population growth has increased the number of 
Tanzanians living below the poverty line. Their 
numbers rose from 10 million in 1990 to over 12.6 
million in 2012. Tanzania has failed to achieve pro-
poor and pro-jobs growth. 

Signs of intensifying social tensions are becoming 
apparent. Religious tolerance, long a hallmark that 
differentiated Tanzania from other countries in the 
region, is evaporating as clerics and religious leaders 
are murdered and places of worship are desecrated. 
The past decade has also seen an intensified re-
evaluation of the union between Tanganyika and 
Zanzibar. The majority of the grievances expressed by 
Zanzibaris are not new, but the expression of 
dissatisfaction with the status quo has become more 
aggressive and is questioning a political marriage that 
was once thought to be sacrosanct. 

Tanzania is at a transitional moment. The general 
elections in 2015 will result in a change of top 
leadership and administration. It will be the country’s 
most contested election since 1995, and will test the 
maturity of the country’s political, economic and social 
discourse, and its national institutions. Informed, 
inclusive and forward-looking dialogue is therefore 
urgently needed. 

SID’s Tanzania Dialogues Initiative responds to that 
need by creating an informed, future-oriented 
dialogue among Tanzanians. The immediate goal is to 
shape the country’s narrative from the contemporary 
discussion about a new constitution, to the discourse 
that will emerge around the 2015 General Election 
and the design of a new policy agenda in 2016.

http://data.worldbank.org/products/wdi
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mobile phones. Today, every second Tanzanian has at 
least one phone, and eight out of ten households in 
Tanzania own at least one mobile phone . 9

Things have thus been changing considerably: 
urbanization has been speeding up, GDP per capita 
has increased, and natural gas has become an 
important national issue following significant 
discoveries off the coast of Mtwara so it is difficult to 
imagine life in 2025. What do the next ten years hold 
in store for the country? And what do ordinary 
citizens believe will happen? 

This is a continuation of the Twaweza Sauti za 
Wananchi mobile phone survey (http://
www.twaweza.org/sauti). The key findings of this 
presentation brief are an overview of their responses, 
namely:

• One out of two citizens expect their lives to be 
better in the future, and a slightly larger number 
see themselves as having the biggest influence on 
their own future well-being.

• Two out of three citizens believe that the country 
will be a “good place to live in” in 2025.

• Nine out of ten citizens see important national 
decisions being under national control.

• Seven out of ten citizens believe Tanzania will be a 
middle-income country by 2025, but only four out 
of ten see Tanzania qualifying for the World Cup.

• Citizens highlight the quality of social service 
delivery, economic growth and national unity as 
their top three priorities for the future.

Upbeat citizens across the 
spectrum 

The general story observed from this data is that 
Tanzanians are remarkably optimistic – 

even across groups (men and women; 
urban and rural; wealthy and poor) – 
yet this optimism sometimes seems 
to run against key challenges or areas 
of concern. For example, two out of 
three Tanzanians are optimistic about 
the country, believing it will be a good 
place to live in 2025. Yet nearly two 
out of three also anticipate religious 
conflicts over the same period. At 
first glance, this seems contradictory. 
One interpretation could be that 
those who expect religious conflicts 
expect these to be small, localized, 
and temporary. Another 
interpretation could be that citizens’ 

expectations for positive developments outweigh 
their expectations for negative events. 

Remarkably, these expectations do not vary across 
groups of men and women, urban and rural residents, 
the young and old. No statistically significant 
difference was found between any of their responses 
and expectations about the future. The young, for 
example, are just as likely as the old as to believe that 
Tanzania will be a good place to live in 2025. 

There are a variety of ways to interpret this arguably 
surprising stability of expectations about the future 
between the different groups of citizens. The first is 
to acknowledge that the anticipated divergence of 
views is misplaced. The conventional expectations 
that Tanzania’s youth hold different views from their 

 SID (Society for International Development), The State of East Africa Report 2012 http://www.sidint.net/docs/9

SoEAR2012_final.pdf accessed 12 December 2014; and Twaweza, Sauti za Wananchi, Brief No.1, February 2013 
http://www.twaweza.org/go/sauti-za-wananchi-english accessed 12 December 2014.
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older compatriots, or men from women, or even rural 
from urban residents may itself be flawed. If that is 
true, an even deeper revelation emerges, which is 
that Tanzanians share very similar views about their 
present and future. They are similarly optimistic 
about the future, and share the same worries about 
religious conflict, a split of the country and the 
disappearance of elephants. Does this similarity of 
views about the future across Tanzania’s various 
demographic divides point to a reason for Tanzania’s 
relative social stability? It is an intriguing clue in that 
direction, and one worth further exploration. 

So what will become of Tanzania? There is a real 
possibility that the country will face a financial 
squeeze in the coming years, as its major donors and 
trading partners in Europe experience increasing 
uncertainty around the Euro, migration pressures, 
and a potentially prolonged economic slowdown. 
This may have negative long-term impacts on both 
aid flows and revenue from tourism in Tanzania. 
What of the gas developments? There is a real 
concern that expectations for gas revenues could far 
exceed actual revenue streams given strong signs of 
an emerging global oversupply of gas (“gas glut”) 
following significant US production and lower world 
demand . These various possibilities were not 10

explicitly explored in the survey, but they will 

probably have a strong influence on whether 
Tanzania achieves middle-income status by 2025, as 
anticipated by almost three out of four Tanzanians.

Regardless of the reasons behind it, Tanzanians’ 
shared optimism will be an asset in the coming years, 
as the country weathers the constitutional process, 
natural resource pressures, increasing urbanization, 
an uncertain global economy, and the long fight to 
eliminate poverty. The challenge, for the Tanzanian 
Government, local elites and citizens themselves, is 
to ensure that this optimism is not misplaced and 
that citizens’ aspirations for a brighter future become 
their reality.

 Johnson K., ‘East Africa May Lose Before It Even Enters Energy Game’, Foreign Policy, 15 October 2014, http://10

www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2014/10/15/out_of_africa_mozambique_kenya_uganda_tanzania_oil_gas 
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THE BOOKWORM 
Through My African Eyes 

An Enigmatic Tale of A!ican Journalism 
Not so many African journalists write their memoirs. 
Jeff Koinange’s autobiography, Jeff Koinange: Through 
My A!ican Eyes (Footprints Press, 2014) is an 
enthralling book. It is clearly as flamboyant as the 
author. The Preface by Thabo Mbeki – the former 
president of South Africa and Ngugi wa Thiong’o are 
great appetizers for the reader. If you haven’t 
watched Koinange conduct an interview on TV, then 
you will feel the man’s in-your-face, intensive if not 
hypertensive but humorous 
questioning. Only that in the 
memoirs it appears as attention 
to details, at least on what he has 
chosen to write about. 

This book is Koinange’s personal 
account of his birth on January 
7th 1966 at Aga Khan Hospital, 
Nairobi, in one of Kenya’s 
aristocratic family, the Koinanges. 
He was named Geoffrey Mwaura 
Koinange and later changed the 
name to Jeff Koinange. Growing 
up, schooling at Hospital Hill 
Primary School, then Saint 
Mary’s School, Nairobi, working 
as a clerk at a merchant bank, as 
a flight attendant on the 
American airline Pan Am, 
resigning from the airline to study journalism in New 
York in 1987, working with American TV including 
NBC, relocating to Kenya to work for KTN, 
marriage to his former colleague during the Pan Am 
days, a job with Reuters, working with CNN and 
back to Kenya at K24. It is a tale of a man who 
enjoyed his career and relishes telling of his 
encounters, scares, risks, achievements, failures, 
acquaintances, colleagues, friends and dreams. 

Koinange’s memoirs will take you through Sierra 
Leone – covering stories of drugged child soldiers; 
into a post-Doe Liberia where guerrilla recruits had 
names such as ‘General Butt Naked’; his encounters 

with the likes of Charles Taylor – who Koinange 
surprisingly counts among ‘modern revolutionaries’, 
Joseph Kabila, Thabo Mbeki, Olusegun Obasanjo, 
Paul Kagame, Nelson Mandela and a host of other 
African leaders. After all, Koinange was the guy who 
would tell these politicians’ and soldiers’ stories to 
the rest of the world. Koinange’s big breaking-news 
story of the Movement for the Emancipation of the 
Niger Delta people (MEND) was probably the 

apogee of his reporting career at 
CNN. This was, in many senses, 
the high point of Koinange’s 
telling of the African story. It was 
a story of the incomprehensible 
marginalization of a people from 
whose land Nigeria extracts a 
major portion of its oil but who 
live in abject poverty, in a 
degraded environment. 

The Nigerian government and 
‘other’ interested parties would 
naturally not like such a story and 
Koinange and his team were 
accused of paying the MEND 
fighters for the interviews. Yet 
Koinange maintains that he was 
simply doing his work, pursuing 
the dream he had since he started 

working for American news agencies, the dream to, 
“…bring the African story to an American audience 
and let them decide, instead of blocking it and 
forgetting about us. In some small way, I felt was I 
contributing to this whole new appreciation and with 
the help of people like Anderson Cooper, Africa was 
being seen in a completely different light.” Well, 
maybe Africa is being seen in a different light from 
the one of violence, hunger, displacements, poverty, 
illness and death. But I guess Africans have to work 
hard and make it possible for Africa to prosper and 
guarantee peace, security and decent life to its 
people. Only then can Africa also produce positive 
stories; stories about health, life, love, happiness etc.
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Through My A!ican Eyes is an attempt to record the 
challenges that African journalists have to face, 
especially when working for global media 
institutions. Koinange worked for Reuters and the 
CNN and therefore has adequate professional 
authority to retell the tales of his time covering 
stories across Africa for these giant Western news 
agencies. Indeed Koinange lays bare a lot of the 
intrigues behind the stories we watch on our screens. 
He brings into focus – as if he were holding a camera 
– what it means to hobnob with politicians, to meet 
crazed militia leaders, dealing with the death of 
colleagues, to break a tragic story of famine in Africa, 
to report about the continent of your birth for both 
local and foreign audiences. Unless you have a special 
interest in the workings of the media, one would 
hardly be bothered about how stories are sourced, 
recorded, edited, angled, presented and interpreted. 
Many of us are contented with ‘watching’ or 
‘listening’, and occasionally analyzing what we have 
seen or heard. In Through My A!ican Eyes you 
vicariously encounter the tensions of working in a 
war-zone, flying into a city where security isn’t 
guaranteed, being shot at because you have arrived 
for an interview unannounced; you meet the men 
who fix interviews and equipment and travel in 
‘rough and tough’ environments. There is a sense in 
which this book is also a journalist’s training manual. 

Beyond the personal tales and work stories, 
Koinange’s book seriously reminds the reader of the 
age-old question: through what lenses are African 
stories told by non-African media? What obligations 
does an African writer have when reporting on 
African subjects for either local or foreign media? Is 
there something like an African vision that an 
African journalist would be expected to project in 
their reporting on the continent? Would Africa be 

reported better if the continent had its ‘own’ 
continental/global media house such as Al-Jazeera? In 
other words, does media ownership determine the 
nature and intention of the news disseminated by a 
particular institution? Is African owned media likely 
to set the agenda for economic, cultural and political 
change in Africa compared to media from the West 
which are dismissed by our politicians as agents of 
their political establishments?

Today we talk about social media as if media has ever 
been anything but social by definition. We argue that 
social media has expanded the range of possibilities 
to contest the ‘authority’ of the editors and media 
owners. Yet we forget that social media has 
‘moderators’ – another word for editors? We ignore 
the fact that governments all over the World propose 
new legislation every other day to control the 
supposed abuse of social media – by which they may 
also mean the social media’s capacity to challenge the 
orthodoxies of the ruling elite. In all these 
discussions we forget that the majority of people in 
the world still don’t access the new media – there are 
millions of people in the world out of the range of a 
mobile telephony services signal or internet network. 
Television sets, the Internet and social media 
received on the cell phone aren’t as widespread as the 
radio, for instance. So, in what ways can African 
journalists continue to exploit the access to radio, for 
instance, to tell their African stories; or to see Africa 
through their own – realistic – eyes and disseminate 
such stories? Or, what is an African story in the 21st 
century? Through My A!ican Eyes may appear to be 
navel-gazing too much in some places – which is the 
nature of the autobiography anyway – but it is also an 
instructive tale of a personal commitment to a 
profession and the ideal of telling the stories of one’s 
own people.  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REGIONAL FOCUS
Trauma Land 
How are we coping? 

Sitting with Wanema Wasinga  in the well-lit Havana 11

pub in Westlands Nairobi would not easily reveal 
underlying scars of what mental illness has done to 
her or her family. There is a story on a history of 
depression inside her that one cannot prod further 
for specifics without offending personal or Kenyan 
sensibilities on privacy. Mental illness is a 
consistently reported issue in the East African region 
but it never assumes the prominence it deserves. 

Of so many challenges the region is facing, mental 
health is one that is mostly silently addressed 
through suffering due to the stigma associated with 
it. In Kenya news reports of involuntary confinement 
are common and an expose by CNN’s David 
Mackenzie in 2011 titled Locked Up and Forgotten has 
now been relegated to the past. Misunderstanding of 
the situation doesn’t differentiate depression; 

schizophrenia; dementia; intellectual disability; 
developmental, behavioural, bipolar, anxiety or 
substance abuse disorders and therefore lumps them 
all into the ‘crazy’ box.

It can be deduced that frustrations of coping with 
these conditions in face of extremely limited mental 
health care and facilities could be linked to increased 
murder, spates of suicides or acts of violence carried 
out by individuals or collective groups in society. 
Even what could be considered harmless fascination 

 Not her real name.11
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with scandals around 
nude celebrity pictures  12

can be termed as a 
mental escapism 
comparable to the 
fascination surrounding 
popularity of Libyan 
rape videos by 
combatants on the 
internet during the 
period of uprisings 
against the Gaddafi 
regime.

The situation is not 
helped by 
institutionalized forms 
of silence and gate 
keeping as exposed from 
offense caused by Dr. 
Frank Njenga when he offered patronizing advice to 
a victim seeking his help in the newspapers . Andrea 13

Bohnstead, who pursued the issue with the media 
house that printed his remarks and a leading medical 
insurance company he represents, points out that 
such actions enhance continued perpetration of 
other instances of violence particularly towards 
victims and other vulnerable people in society.

Poor people are definitely getting the raw end of the 
stick considering that they have no access to any of 
the available state of the art and high class facilities. 
Meantime social and economic growth is affording 
the wealthy expensive wellness treatments. With 
developments in the establishment of high end gyms, 
spa treatment resorts and facilities, emerging trends 
show that with increasing growth in hospitality 
industry the wellness sector is booming  affording 14

relaxation for the wealthy away from stressful and 

traumatic experiences associated from processes 
linked to growing inequalities.

Medical tourism, which caters mostly for the elite in 
the region, is also expected to undergo terrific 
growth, as more patients from GHEA travel to 
countries they view as having considerably better 
service variety and quality offered by their medical 
institutions. This is forcing medical institutions to 
rush into optimizing their range of operations in 
order to increase competitiveness of their facilities 
and replace medical powerhouses on the continent, 
such as South Africa, cushioning the rich from 
vagaries of mental health conditions.

While work, business, and social amenities mitigate 
the situation for the wealthy, the poor are left to the 
mercy of impostor preachers who promise to 
exorcise their ‘demons’ on account of tithes by the 
afflicted or their willingness to do almost anything, 

 Robinson J., ‘Ugandan pop star whose ex-boyfriend posted naked ‘revenge porn’ photographs of her on the 12

internet now faces arrest for ‘immoral behavior’, Daily Mail, 14 November 2014,  http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/
article-2835014/Ugandan-pop-star-ex-boyfriend-posted-naked-revenge-porn-photographs-internet-faces-arrest-
immoral-behaviour.html 

 Bohnstead A., ‘Kenya Inc. standing solidly with rapist elders’, The Star, 13 July 2013,http://www.the-star.co.ke/13

news/article-128023/kenya-inc-standing-solidly-rapist-elders 

 Euromonitor International, ‘Health and Wellness Tourism in Kenya’, November 2013 http://www.euromonitor.com/14

health-and-wellness-tourism-in-kenya/report 
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for example, eating grass to get miracles in their 
lives . For the poor this situation is not exclusive to 15

the issue of their mental health alone but it runs 
across matters of their education, security, 
livelihoods, food security and environment where 

they are either waiting or seeking a miracle. Such a 
context of relative state neglect to the point of 
deprivation and trauma begs the question of: how is 
East African society coping with various troubles? 

Conflict Crazies  
GHEA to Experience a Near Future of More Post Traumatic Stress Disorders 
Over a couple of beers young 
Kenyan army officers tell of a 
story about how a senior of 
theirs who had served in 
Sierra Leone was 
dishonourably discharged on 
his return. The tale is 
gruesome. Word is he went 
bonkers and in one incident 
started a fight in an 
undisclosed officers’ mess. 
Turning savage on his 
comrades, in a zombie like 
fit, he chased out all off those 
present from the room and 
held out on wave after wave of 
those who tried to hold him down with his fists. It’s 
one of those amazing bravado like soldier stories that 
hooks you when they tell you the tales of their lives 
up until one hears how it ends. Unfortunately a 
waitress who had been serving drinks could not 
escape once he had managed to barricade himself 
inside the mess and while they watched through 
windows shouting for him to stop, he raped her!

At the time of writing, time constraints prevent the 
means to investigate and verify this tale but common 
narratives are prevalent in many African villages of 

men broken by war. In many towns there used to be 
stories of neatly dressed former World War veterans 
who kept marching up and down loudly reciting drills 
to bemusement of passersby. The strain of active 
combat had taken its toll and broken their minds 
trapping them in the glory of marching for empire 
during the great wars. This makes one wonder what 
the situation is like today if one is to consider 
conflicts in the GHEA since the early 90’s. Relatively 
over the past two decades the Horn of Africa has 
protractedly experienced five major wars plus state 
collapse in Somalia . In the Great Lakes, conflict has 16

 Martinez J., After South African Pastor Makes Church Members Eat Grass, He Forces Them to Petrol, The Christian 15

Post, 26 September 2014 http://www.christianpost.com/news/after-south-african-pastor-makes-church-members-
eat-grass-he-now-forces-them-to-drink-petrol-127099/ numerous exposes of this nature are arising see The Star, 
‘Worshippers flock pastor Kanyari church despite fake miracles expose, 11 September 2014, http://www.the-
star.co.ke/news/worshipers-flock-pastor-kanyari-church-despite-fake-miracles-expose-besieged-prophet-locks-out

 See Wikipedia, Conflicts in the Horn of Africa, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflicts_in_the_Horn_of_Africa 16

(accessed 12 December 2014); Read also: SSRC (Social Science Research Council), Crisis in the Horn of Africa, 
http://hornofafrica.ssrc.org/ (accessed 12 December 2014).
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been described by the Institute of Security Studies 
(ISS) as intractable and turbulent . Combined with 17

political riots, post-election or sectarian violence, the 
war on terror among other incidents; such situations 
must definitely avail numerous victims, perpetrators 
and even observers who must be affected by extreme 
emotional trauma occasioned by threats of injury or 
death in the course of violence.

Just as is being reported in Libya  these periods of 18

conflict are characterized by numerous human rights 
violations related to internal displacement, 
disappearances, arrests, torture, rapes or deaths as 
they are perpetuated within contexts of regionalism, 
acts of tribalism and discrimination by factionalism. 
This is then pushing individuals into depression, 
psychotic breaks and suicide. In some instances the 
affected are prone to inflict forms of violence 
towards others if not assisted medically. On the 
wider scale, the popularity of sharing videos of the 
violent stripping of women on Kenyan social media 
has been compared to the rape or torture videos that 
became popular in Libya  that place extreme strain 19

on the social fabric going by antagonistic debates 
captured by the #MyDressMyChoice campaign . 20

The example can be extended to sharing of photos in 
Kampala bombings and killings in Mandera. On 
occasion soldiers and their adversaries have been 

sharing images of their victims in Somalia as a 
propaganda tool .21

Samantha Spooner of the Mail and Guardian has 
highlighted that up to 200 million Africans, or one in 
every five people on the continent, accounting for 
20% of the continents population, will suffer from 
mental disorders in their lifetime. She points out that 
this is important if it is considered that 3.4 million of 
these people are estimated to be refugees or asylum 
seekers directly linked to conflict. According to the 
figures of the World Health Organization (WHO) 
Mental Health Atlas neuropsychiatric disorders in 
GHEA countries, namely: Burundi; Ethiopia; Eritrea; 
DRC; Kenya; Rwanda; Tanzania and Uganda, 
averagely contribute to 5.7% of the global burden of 
disease . 22

Meanwhile, governments are currently underfunding 
treatment and have put psychological or psychiatric 
treatment lower within the hierarchy of health 
priorities, with less than 1% of already small health 
budgets channelled towards such mental illnesses. In 
as much as this may be out of financial constraints, 
the challenges are a serious uphill task. Spooner 
highlights the sobering capacity challenges when she 
points out that in 2001 Tanzania had only 10 
registered psychiatrists attending to 30 million 
people gives us a sense of the magnitude of the 

 ISS (Institute for Security Studies), Regional Dimensions of Conflict In the Great Lakes Region, Seminar Report 19 17

July 2012, http://www.issafrica.org/events/iss-seminar-report-regional-dimensions-of-conflict-in-the-great-lakes-
region 

 Black I., ‘Human rights abuses leave a third of Libyans with Mental Health Problems,’ The Guardian, 26 November 18

2014, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/nov/26/human-rights-abuses-libyans-mental-health-problems-
report 

 Ibid.19

 This debate sparked on Kenyan social media following an emerging trend of stripping women perceived to be 20

indecently dressed. In response a counter debate emerged #NudityIsNotMyChoice

 Terror free Somalia, ‘KDF storm Kismayu, Here are More Pictures of Neutralized Al-Shabaab’ http://21

terrorfreesomalia.blogspot.com/2012/09/kdf-storm-kismayu-here-are-more.html accessed 12 December 2014

 Calculated based on WHO (World Health Organization), Mental Health Atlas 2011, Country profiles, http://22

www.who.int/mental_health/evidence/atlas/profiles/en/  accessed 12 December 2014
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problem. Figure 1 (overleaf) shows a summary of the 
policy environment in terms of within GHEA as of 
2011 . 23

As has been observed in South Sudan , increase in 24

conflict results in a rise of those affected by ailments 
such as Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). 
PTSD develops following trauma in the event of an 
incident or any such occurrences that threaten an 
individual making them feel powerless. It is mostly 
associated with battle-scarred individuals such as 
soldiers but any overwhelming life experience can 
trigger it, especially if the event feels unpredictable 
and uncontrollable. People who have personally 
experienced a disaster, those who have witnessed it, 
and those who pick up the pieces afterwards, 
including emergency rescue workers or police officers 
may experience it too .25

Currently, in at least two deployments alone, namely: 
the African Union Mission in Somalia (Amisom) ; 26

and the African Union-United Nations Hybrid 
Mission in Darfur (UNAMID) , GHEA countries 27

contribute more than 27,000 experts, police and 
troops on the ground. In Somalia it is reported that 
more than 3,200 have died. If one is to simply double 
the numbers of those killed to get an account of 
those injured almost 10,000 are at risk of mental 
health issues that will manifest in various forms, 
including violence. If this number is added to victims 

and perpetrators of militant groups, vigilantes or 
criminals in various forms of fighting, those 
susceptible could triple numbers which are 
unfortunately not properly recorded on account of 
stigma associated with being perceived as crazy . 28

Additionally this situation is even more regrettable as 
governments are not open about their casualties and 
the injured members of their armed forces in 
combat .29

The near catastrophic neglect of the issue is leaving 
many families struggling to cope through use of 
traditions and self care which is inadequate. Victims 
are even being discarded by medical institutions that 
are understaffed or under equipped to deal with the 
situation on their own. Serious investment must be 
made beyond the systems of the current policy 
environment in terms of guidance, recognition and 
assistance for those afflicted or affected by mental 
health illness. This will also require special 
protection to prevent: involuntary confinement of 
those affected as is widely practiced in the region; 
sexual abuse on mentally challenged people due to 
their perceived vulnerability; access to health or 
social services; emergency medical treatment specific 
to their context; and educational opportunities for 
those working on the issue to develop adequate 
capacity.

 A great deal could have changed since the release of the report from which this summary has been generated.23

 BBC, A South Sudanese Psychiatrist’s Herculean task, 30 October 2014, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-24

africa-29823344 accessed 12 December 2014.

 Helpguide.org, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, http://www.helpguide.org/articles/ptsd-trauma/post-traumatic-25

stress-disorder.htm accessed 12 December 2014.

 See Wikipedia, African Union Mission to Somalia (Amisom), Deployment http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/26

African_Union_Mission_to_Somalia 

 See Wikipedia, United Nations Hybrid Operation In Darfur, Participants http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/27

African_Union_%E2%80%93_United_Nations_Hybrid_Operation_in_Darfur

 Estimates generated from summing up reports from Wikipedia28

 Moalim A., ‘AMISOM spokesman refutes casualty numbers, outlines long term plans’, Sabahi Online, 22 May 2013, 29

http://sabahionline.com/en_GB/articles/hoa/articles/features/2013/05/22/feature-01 
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Country Specific 
Mental 
Health Policy

Mental 
Health Plan

Dedicated 
Mental 
Health 
Legislation

Developing 
new policy 
and strategic 
plan of 
action on 
mental 
health?

Mental 
Health 
expenditure 
as % of total 
health 
budget

Mental 
hospital 
expenditures 
ad% of total 
mental health 
budget

Burundi Does not exist. 
Mental health 
mentioned in 
general health 
policy

Exists and was 
approved, or 
most recently 
revised in 
2010.

Does not 
exist. 
Provisions 
concerning 
mental health 
covered in 
other laws.

- 0.34% -

Ethiopia Does not exist. 
Mental health 
mentioned in 
general health 
policy

Does not exist. Does not 
exist. 
Provisions 
concerning 
mental health 
are not 
covered in 
other laws

- - 85%

Eritrea Does not exist. 
Mental health 
mentioned in 
general health 
policy

Does not exist. Does not 
exist. 
Provisions 
concerning 
mental health 
are not 
covered in 
other laws.

Underway. 
Draft currently 
under review.

1.91% 73.4%

DR Congo Exists. 
Approved in 
1999. Mental 
health 
specifically 
mentioned in 
general health 
policy.

Exists. 
Approved in 
1999.

Does not 
exist. 
Provisions 
concerning 
mental health 
are not 
covered in 
other laws

- - -

Kenya Does not exist. 
Mental health 
mentioned in 
general health 
policy

Exists. Was 
approved or 
most recently 
revised in 
1994.

Exists. Was 
initiated or 
most recently 
revised in 
1991. Legal 
provisions 
concerning 
mental health 
covered in 
other laws.

- - -

Country
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Source: Country profiles Mental Health Atlas-2011  
http://www.who.int/mental_health/evidence/atlas/profiles/en/ 

Rwanda Exists. 
Approved or 
most recently 
revised in 
1995. Mental 
health 
mentioned in 
general health 
policy.

Exists. Was 
approved or 
most recently 
revised in 
2007.

Does not 
exist. 
Provisions 
concerning 
mental health 
are not 
covered in 
other laws.

Underway. 
Review 
process at an 
advanced 
stage.

- -

Tanzania Exists. 
Approved and 
most recently 
revised in 
2006.

Exists. Was 
approved or 
most recently 
revised in 
2005.

Exists. Was 
initiated or 
most recently 
revised in 
2008. Legal 
provisions 
concerning 
mental health 
covered in 
other laws.

- 2.4% 33.3%

Uganda Does not exist. 
Mental health 
mentioned in 
general health 
policy

Exists and was 
approved, or 
most recently 
revised in 
2010.

- Underway. 
Review 
process at an 
advanced 
stage.

- - 

Specific 
Mental 
Health Policy

Mental 
Health Plan

Dedicated 
Mental 
Health 
Legislation

Developing 
new policy 
and strategic 
plan of 
action on 
mental 
health?

Mental 
Health 
expenditure 
as % of total 
health 
budget

Mental 
hospital 
expenditures 
ad% of total 
mental health 
budget

Country
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BACK FROM THE FUTURE
Annexation! 
Tanzania takes over Burundi and Turns it into a Special Administrative Region  

By François Arine Makanze, Eastern Africa 
Report, 1 January 2026 

In an unprecedented move Tanzanian forces crossed 
into Burundi and established a special administrative 
region. The official statement by Field Marshal Pigo 
Mwapepe of Tanzania says this action has been taken 
to protect its citizens of Burundian decent within 
the country who are increasingly in fear of growing 
aggression from the Kivu Militaire officially known 
as the Army for Union of Kivu Peoples (ADPK). 

This militia was formed in the wake of a declaration 
of independence by a unified North and South Kivu 
provinces of the Democratic Republic of Congo 

(DRC). Under the newly established Union of Kivu 
Peoples (UPK) whose origins arose out of a popular 
self defence militia Raia Mutomboki , ADPK took 30

up arms in response to neglect by central 
government in Kinshasa in tackling the Democratic 
Forces for Liberation of Rwanda (FDLR) over a 
decade. It was also a response to violations by the 
Military of the Democratic Republic of Congo 
(FARDC) against Kivu populations in their pursuit 
of FDLR rebels operating in the area. 

UPK is being supported by Uganda and Rwanda in 
an attempt to buffer themselves from the Allied 
Democratic Forces (ADF) a terrorist organization 
operating in the area and FDLR respectively. In UPK 

 Stearns J. et.al, ‘Raia Mutomboki: The Flawed Peace Process in the DRC and the Birth of and Armed Franchise’, 30

Usalama Project-Understanding Congolese Armed Groups, Rift Valley Institute, 2013.
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they see an ally who can deal decisively with the 
problem through proper administration of Kivu 
territories. However, UPK sees Burundi through 
aggressive lenses because of the belief that many of 
its enemies have managed to melt into its population 
due to ethnic homogeneity. The merging of North 
and South Kivu provinces has informed its 
conviction of capability to marshal enough resources 
in invading Burundi because of its much larger size.

However, Tanzania’s move will check the UPK sabre 
rattling. In 2014 Tanzania offered citizenship to 
about 162,000 Burundian refugees who had fled the 
country in 1972 . It is estimated that this population 31

has grown to about 300,000 people over seven years 
expanding holders of Tanzanian citizenship. This has 
been through intermarriages with their kith and kin 
across shared borders while also conducting various 
interactions for business, pursuit of education among 
other interactions. Tanzania has therefore taken a 
responsibility to protect the Republic of Burundi 
under Special Administrative Region Act (SARE Act) 
that was passed in a secret sitting of the Burundian 
Parliament at the time of the occupation. Dodoma is 
uneasy having ADPK on Burundian territory because 
the UPK is viewed as unstable and likely to collapse 
therefore unleashing more chaos across the region.

Tanzanian President Madame Augustina Magamba 
has stated that the risk posed by the UPK is grave 
and poses a danger to both Burundians and 
Tanzanians alike. She stated that this was not a 
unilateral decision but it was taken with support 
from the Burundian leadership going by 
parliamentary action which has legislated rules and 
parameters of engagement in form of Burundi-
Tanzania Special Administration Agreement 

(BUTASAA) within the SARE Act. President 
Magamba reiterated that the terms of agreement will 
continue until a state of normalcy was achieved 
within the Kivu region.

Burundian Speaker Pétain Mirimba said the country 
welcomed their Tanzanian compatriots in fighting 
the UPK menace. He believes that the BUTASAA 
collaboration under the SARE Act will ensure that 
Burundi maintains fundamental rights and freedoms 
to live in peace. Field Marshal Mwapepe asked the 
Burundian people not to see their Tanzanian 
brothers as an occupational force in the country 
rather as comrades against an existential threat. He 
promised the initiative will halt any UPK ambitions 
to provoke conflict with Burundi. This is especially 
because leaders from both countries had demanded 
that UPK should stop making raids against 
Burundian border towns in mid 2020 but this 
continued.

A combination of Burundian and Tanzanian troops 
has therefore been deployed to act as a first wave of a 
rapid response force in the event of new attacks in 
order to contain the security situation. However, this 
development is still being viewed with scepticism 
within the Burundian public because of the 
indefinite nature of the time needed to achieve 
normalcy. Some people feel that the move has 
snatched their sovereignty away from them especially 
since elections were to be held later in the year. 
Asked about this Field Marshal Mwapepe insists that 
Tanzania has no intention of being involved in the 
domestic politics of Burundi. “We are here only to 
work together with our brothers and sisters so that 
our collective security is assured.” 

 Mirondo R., ‘Tanzania grants citizenship to Burundi Refugees’, The East African, 18 October 2014, http://31

www.theeastafrican.co.ke/news/Tanzania-grants-citizenship-to-Burundi-refugees/-/2558/2490618/-/invpb1/-/
index.html
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COUNTRY FOCUS 
KENYA: Karibu 
Kilimani 
Some thoughts on place-based organizing  32

in Kenya
By Irũngũ 
Houghton  33

Kilimani 
in a wider 
context 

Africa is not overpopulated or 
overcrowded, just over-
concentrated. 15/20 of the fastest growing 
cities in the world are in Africa. 50% of the one 
billion people live in just seven countries. Africa has 
the highest urban population growth rate in the 
world. By 2050, 37 countries will double the number 
of urban residents. With urbanization comes, 
opportunities for innovation, industrialization, large 
internal consumer markets and the economic lift off 
seen in other industrialized countries. It also brings 
pressure from rising congestion, physical squalor, 
low-cost housing, inadequate services and huge class 
and spatial inequalities .34

Kenya and Nairobi reflects these continental trends. 
60% of ‘Nairobians’ live on only 10% of the land. 
Many of them live in extreme poverty, are under-
employed, lack essential services and are vulnerable 
to acts of violence and crime. Rape and assault is 
common. The neighbourhoods and villages of Kibra 
(Kibera), a low-income high density area bordering 

Kilimani, is one of the more well known of these 
areas. Here, at least 150,000 live, work and do 
business .35

Kilimani by contrast, is a middle income 
neighbourhood. It has a population of 43,000. It is 
one of the very few Nairobi neighbourhoods in 
which residents can live, work, school, shop and be 
entertained. Very few neighbourhoods have this. 

Neither higher end Karen, Runda or Loresho can 
boast this. Kilimani also has a very wide selection of 
restaurants. Lenana road offers one of the best rows 
of restaurants available.

It is also a melting pot for several nationalities and 
ethnic communities ranging from the French to the 
Chinese, francophone West Africans to the 
Ethiopians. Kilimani is also a place of innovation, 
culture, activism and the arts. Kuona Trust Art 
Gallery, PAWA254, the Nest, i-hub, 3mice, University 
of Nairobi, Daystar University and several other 
places of innovation and learning are all located here. 
It is home to the President and State House. Famous 
Kenyan musicians Maia von Lekow, Atemi Oyungu, 

 Place–based organizing is described as spatially focused and community empowerment oriented. See http://32

ow.ly/E2ZjR

 Irũngũ Houghton is the Chairperson, Kilimani Project Foundation. This article is based on a presentation made to 33

the Council on Foundations Conference “100 years of Community Foundations” held in Cleveland, Ohio, October 
2014.

 See Mo Ibrahim Foundation Facts and Figures http://ow.ly/DhRbi34

 See excellent overview on this by the Muungano wa Wanavijiji among others http://ow.ly/DifNn35
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“We are slowly thinking of leaving 
Kilimani for other suburbs. Yet, we 

forget Kilimani is a little Kenya. 
What we don’t like about Kilimani 

is showing up in all parts of 
Nairobi. The line stops here. If we 

can’t transform this ward, what 
makes us confident that we will not 

have to keep running forever?”

http://ow.ly/DhRbi
http://ow.ly/E2ZjR
http://ow.ly/DifNn
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Chris Bitok, Suzanna Owiyo, Justaband as well as 
photographers Emmanuel Jambo and Rafique among 
others compose and create from here.

While Kilimani is rapidly becoming a high-density 
suburb, a melting pot for brand companies and a 
place of innovation, culture, arts and leadership, it is 
not yet an integrated neighbourhood. What’s missing 
is choice, ‘liveability’ and community empowerment.

Utilities are in danger of 
being overstrained but 
there is little dialogue 
between County planners, 
developers and residents. 
Residents remain 
uninformed on their rights 
and responsibilities. There 
is private security 
everywhere yet we 
perceive ourselves as 
insecure. There are regular electricity and water 
outages but no integrated public information system. 
As Kilimani grows, the small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) are increasingly being displaced. There are no 
skills building or market support for informal or 
small entrepreneurs despite growing potential 
markets. While diverse, we are also a divided 
community. Most of us are walking complainants and 
our experience of community is shrinking to our very 
homes.

While distinctively urban and largely middle income, 
Kilimani reflects a predictable urban future for 
Kenya. A future where rapid private investment 
remains unmatched by public investment. High rise 
families live constrained within their flats or walled 
off compounds. The other Kilimani – hidden 
communities of domestic workers, security guards, 
gardeners, taxis and boda boda transporters – are 
neither serviced or integrated in future 
planning . There are few opportunities left for 36

converting pavement and concrete into green 
recreational spaces. More significantly, communities 

don’t get to choose and powerfully create inclusive 
public spaces around their homes.

Transforming Kilimani therefore, offers an 
opportunity to model a different kind of 
neighbourhood and place-based organizing before 
the pattern of exclusive cities we see elsewhere in the 
world becomes too firmly rooted.

The Kilimani 
Project 
Foundation as 
an alternative 
vision of 
community 

The Kilimani Project 
Foundation started as a 
garden conversation of 

residents, educationalists, 
businesspeople and artists and urban planners in 
2012. Critical for its formation was a sense that the 
physical environment was changing rapidly and this 
was happening without the vision and voice of the 
community. Public investment in utilities, facilities 
and services lagged behind the rapid sprouting of 
privately developed apartment skyscrapers. Key 
communities were being physically displaced from 
the public spaces they had operated from – the street 
garages, food courts, markets, taxi ranks – at a time 
when ironically, business opportunities boomed.

Over the last two years, the Foundation has 
supported local NGOs, businesses, associations, 
artists, doctors, the police service to hold an 
appreciative photo exhibition, community festivals 
and plays, renovate the Kilimani Primary School 
canteen, library and pool, organize cleanups along 
Argwings Kodhek road and Milimani Primary 
School, organize a free public medical camp and an 
open day at the Kilimani Police Station among other 
activities. 

 Many of the public eateries where these communities eat together are on road reserves or plots waiting to be 36

developed. There are only toilets at Yaya Centre and Prestige Plaza with the latter recording 14,000 flushes every 
day. The Prestige Plaza owners speak to this service as one of their biggest contributions to the wider society.
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The initiative is inspired by an alternative vision of 
community, where: ‘Karibu Kilimani’  greets people 37

passing through and those who work or live here; 
there is a bustling public library and theatre, with 
children riding bikes and families enjoying recreation 
facilities; informal service-providers are integrated 
and inform planning processes; safety and security is 
an owned responsibility for everyone in partnership 
with the public and private authorities; the 
community is known for its creativity, aliveness, 
tenacity and neighbourliness; people find affordable, 
accessible and adequate housing and business 
diversity thrives in Kilimani. The area rarely 
experiences violence, crime or a sense of isolation. It 
is, simply, the community of choice.

Six lessons on building 
community assets, capacities 
and trust over 2014 

Lesson 1- Residency is not a given, and has to 
be claimed: 

Despite a 115 year old history, many Nairobians do 
not see their primary identity as residents of 
Nairobi . Originally a coffee estate, Kilimani was 38

developed as a white residential area first in the late 
1950s and only desegregated in the early 60s. Here 
anti-colonialist and women’s rights leader Muthoni 
Likimani would settle and buy a house. 50 years later 
in 2014 this house is home to the Kuona Trust, the 
area art gallery and 20 or so Kenyan artists.

From the mama-mboga (market vendor) on the 
corner of Chaka Avenue and Argwings Kodhek road 
to the single bungalow owners on Denis Pritt road, 
most Kilimanians see themselves as transient 
occupants. During elections, they will go to ancestral 
homes country to vote for leaders that cannot 
ultimately, serve their interests. They will invest their 
retirement pensions in upcountry homes and farms 
among people of the same ethnic community.

Tragically for democracy, Nairobi politicians 
understand this game. They pay residents KES 300 
(roughly $30) from neighbouring low-income, high 

density communities like Kibra and Kawangware and 
bus them into this middle income, low density 
community to vote for them. During the run up to 
the 2013 elections, the Foundation invited ward, 
county and parliamentary aspirants to engage and 
“covenant” with residents. We questioned why their 
posters never had any telephone or email contacts 
and challenged them to commit to their aspirations 
whether we voted for them or not. Yet, few have 
remained engaged around their covenant. Without 
the experience of residency, local issues and causes 
that matter to people cannot be the platform to 
build the active citizenship envisaged in the 
constitution of Kenya.

Lesson 2- Appreciative enquiry holds great 
communal power: 

Today, Kilimani is home to a wide mixture of 
Kenyans, expatriates and refugee communities. From 
francophone West Africans, Somalis, South 
Sudanese, Ethiopians to the latest and growing 
Chinese population, Kilimani is also home to many 
embassies as well.

Most of the public schools serve children from Kibra 
and Kawangware. Middle class children have long 
left the congested Kilimani based public schools for 
out-of-area private schools. Yet, they and their 
parents long for convenient green and recreational 
spaces. Spaces, the public schools have in abundance. 
Kilimani Primary School Headmaster Gideon Wasike 
puts it best, “We are both located and displaced in 
Kilimani”. Kilimani is less a community than 
multiplicities of communities.

Over 2012-2014, the Foundation has consistently 
convened the community to map what matters to 
them and what they would like to create. Some of 
these “kililogues” have included taking and 
discussing photos of the good, bad and ugly in 
Kilimani, holding six breakfast meetings for 55 

 Swahili for ‘Welcome to Kilimani’.37

 Many residents still behave as temporal migrants http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Nairobi38
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corporate, not-for-profit and diplomatic leaders and 
school hall meetings to discuss the Nairobi Urban 
Master-Plan, Solid Waste Management, public safety 
and community policing. The new relatedness, 
friendships and contacts demonstrate the power of 
appreciative enquiry.

Lesson 3- Trust and solidarity is both an online 
and face to face conversation: 

Like other urban Kenyans, most individual 
Kilimanians do not have a sense of relatedness to the 
community as a whole. Powerful conversations with 
the Officer in Charge of the Police Division (OCPD), 
Member of County Assembly, local business leaders 
from Chandarana Supermarkets, Dawda Group of 
companies, Black Butterfly and Willart Productions 
Inc and the Management of local malls like Prestige 
Plaza and Yaya centre have unlocked resources for 
the wider community.

Online the Foundation can reliably now reach 1,300 
by twitter and 1,000 by direct email. Its twitter 
account is invariably challenged to take action on a 
variety of issues from noise pollution from the local 
bar, potholes, car-jacking and failing streetlights. 
Experiences are demonstrating that most citizens are 

not apathetic. They do want to contribute and make 
a difference in the community they live and work. 
What’s missing is the opportunity and platform to 
meet and act with like-minded people. This is 
probably the biggest asset the Foundation has. Still 
largely untapped, the Foundation has to continue 
expanding and deepening its strategies for enabling 
relationships of trust and solidarity not only between 
the Foundation and the community but within the 
community as well.

Lesson 4- Resident’s action is not only about 
fixing utilities: 

Caught within a model of private solutions for public 
problems, most residents remain constrained by the 
vision of community foundations and residents 
associations as an alternative to effective County 
Government. This is both liberating and 
disempowering. On one hand, it facilitates civic 
agency to own and take up the challenge of making 
communities work. On the other, it releases the 
County Government from any obligation to provide 
value for money services in return for taxes and rates 
collected. It also contributes to the privatization of 
core services and a “user pays” system contracted out 
to private companies. Lastly, it feeds a perception 
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that personal choices rather than public policy 
choices matter most .39

Foundations and associations can only be 
complimentary to local Government. Foundations 
and associations could work smarter with local 
Government around citizens’ forums, budget 
hearings and development priority setting. Resident 
Associations and Community Foundations could 
provide the Nairobi County Government with the 
much needed intermediary to speak with organized 
citizens. In so doing, perhaps together we can raise 
the national statistical bar of only 5.7% who currently 
participate in the citizens based forums.

Key to this, as resident Dr. Kahare Miano would say, 
“… will be shifting perceptions 
of Kilimani residents’ 
relationship to streets 
as places’ not just non-
places on the way to places. 
Fixing public utilities is one 
thing, but creating new 
intersections between actors, 
places and interests could 
transform the inequalities and 
divisions between citizens. 
The community could, one day, say to the Nairobi 
Governor, “this is what needs doing thanks”.

Lesson 5- Leadership requires imagination and 
openness. This is a road not well travelled: 

In a capitalist society like Kenya, critics have 
mistaken the President’s call for neighbourhood 
committees as a call to spy on each other. This is 
consistent with a worldview that keeps us isolated as 
individuals. It is consistent with the pattern of 
building cities like in Europe or North America that 
exclude each other. It is this that reinforces an 
appreciation of community only as far as our family, 
compound or ethnic community. The Foundation 
completely rejects this worldview and embraces the 
African community spirit of “we are our brother and 
sisters’ keeper”.

The other challenge the Foundation has faced is the 
perception that community organizing is essentially 
for communities living in poverty and 
marginalization. Middle income neighbourhoods 
don’t need a community foundation so the argument 
goes. This is a dangerous argument. It is precisely the 
absence of an inclusive and caring community that 
robs the middle class of the opportunity to provide 
leadership, share excess assets and influence the 
world around them.

With 5-6% growth and a growing middle class with 
disposable income, this robs the country of an 
important resource. As leading Kenyan musician 
Muthoni Ndonga noted, “I went to school with the 
children of the who’s who and the woman who sold 

vegetables to my 
mother. The richer 
parents contributed to 
ensuring that the 
school had all the 
facilities of the private 
schools. Nowadays, 
the rich spend a 
fortune on expensive 
schools for 1 or 2 
children, when they 

could be impacting on 1,000 children.” The 
consequence is two Kilimani’s and two Kenya’s.

Lesson 6- Place based focus yields tangible 
results: 

Since November 2012, the Foundation has organized 
over 20 community events with over 50 partners and 
scores of residents. The community has responded 
very well to some events, not well to others. In 
October 2012, we invited the community to take 
photos of the community as they went about their 
daily activities in what we called “pichasauti” . We 40

got very few submissions but instead requests for us 
to organize collective photo walk-abouts. These were 
more successful and we got over 200 photos.

We have learned that it is easier to think in activities 
rather than new ways of being in the same spaces. 

 See Joseph S. Nye on a gated world by 2050  http://forumblog.org/2014/01/2050-can-avoid-gated-world/ 39

 In English, this crudely translates to a “photo voice” exercise40
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Find out more… 

• Visit the Kilimani Speaks website at http://
www.kilimani.co.ke 

• Find their Facebook page “Kilimani Project” 

• Follow them on Twitter @kilimanispeaks
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Yet, activities are insufficient to transform the 
community’s relationship to itself in the absence of 
an iconic victory in an area that is important to 
residents. Cultivating a common interest and agenda 
around public spaces is where tangible change can be 
found. Encouraging local agencies and residents to 
renovate the swimming pool, canteen and library at 
the Kilimani Primary School provides the best 
example of the Foundation’s tangible impact over the 
last year.

Challenges of building a community and 
Foundation for 2024 

If we were building a 100 year old endowed 
foundation that is rooted in the Kilimani, capable of 
providing community grants and nationally 
influential, what could we do next? Learning from 
the Google business model, we would focus 70% on 
our core business, 20% on programmes adjacent to 
core and the remaining 10% on radical new ideas.

We could identify 1-2 programmes that have the 
possibility of an iconic victory in an area that matters 
to the community. Some of these could come from 
the Master Planning exercise  or the strategic 41

thinking process. Possible options could include 
redesigning the Kilimani square near Yaya to ease 
traffic congestion and support the small business 
enterprises, finding an alternative to the matatu 
terminus at the corner of Wood avenue and Argwings 
Kodhek avenue, securing a more permanent space 
for the Denis Pritt road and Prestige Plaza markets, 
ensuring safety for children walking to and from 
school and lastly, supporting neighbours to reclaim 
the streets outside their homes.

We need to expand and strengthen the collective 
action of the Board, staff and volunteers to lead self-
discovery, confidence and action within the 
community. We need to create pathways for large and 

small individual and corporate members and 
sponsors to give regularly to our programmes. This 
will allow us to take the baby steps towards an 
endowment and a permanent resource-base for the 
Foundation. These four steps must occupy the 
immediate focus of the leadership both for the 
Foundation and the community.

If we are successful in these four steps paraphrasing 
Kenya writer Binyavanga Wainaina, “One Day, We 
Could Even Own This Place.”42

UGANDA: 
Emergency 

Response 
How does Uganda 

Contain Ebola?
Today the East 
African equivalent of 
super hero characters 

must be Ugandan 
doctors in frontlines of 

the war against Ebola in 
West Africa. The BBC 

World Service has reported 
of how well regarded these medical practitioners are 
in face of this fight by going ahead to mention Dr. 
Jackson Amone and others responding to help 
contain spread of the virus . Andrew Harding 43

reports that Uganda has had a total of five 
widespread Ebola outbreaks and has also managed to 
contain other viruses such as Marburg, Crimean 
Congo among others despite a struggling national 
health care system .44

In tackling a crisis of this magnitude it is important 
that medical staff is dedicated, well trained and 

 See some of the issues generated http://ow.ly/D9riY41

 Wainaina B., ‘One Day I will Write About This Place’.42

 Byaruhanga C., ‘Ebola Outbreak : What Uganda can teach West Africa’, BBC, 12 August 2014, http://43

www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-28743595 

 Aine R., ‘UGANDA: Millennium Development Goals’, Greater Horn Quarterly Issue 2, 2014, http://www.sidint.net/44

docs/GHQ_2_September2014.pdf 
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selfless to handle brutal ravaging of society caused by 
the spread of disease. Previous experiences have 
provided Ugandan authorities significant 
improvement of speed in response to outbreaks and 
have enabled them to maintain linkages of support 
with organizations like the US Centre for Disease 
Control (CDC) that has a strong relationship with 
the Uganda Virus Research Institute (UVRI).

Besides putting administrative, human resource and 
policy instruments in place Uganda engages in 
proactive preparedness that; trains other health 
workers, adopts innovations, conducts outreach or 
quarantine to ensure acceptance and understanding 
of the situation at hand. Spotting cases, confirming 
and sending response teams to affected areas are 
targeted to be done within a 24 hour window. In the 
meantime the system has been open and quick to 
infuse use of mobile phone apps such as mTrac to 
monitor outbreaks by reporting and receiving 
information to help affected communities.

Uganda seems to have a very 
collective approach to 
tackling massive crisis. 
Coming together under 
political leadership  is seen 45

from how President Yoweri 
Museveni’s explained 
collective action in face of 
epidemics and what his role 
is in the process. He further 
went on to give calls to West 
Africans to allow science 
take precedence over 
customs in limiting spread 
of Ebola . In telling the rest 46

of the continent to work in solidarity with affected 
countries, President Museveni urged taking 
ownership of such problems during such 
catastrophes in order to deal with them quickly. He 
also advocates fighting against negative perceptions 
so as to prevent disruptive panic in day to day lives of 
citizens.

Such an approach is particularly important especially 
in the GHEA region where its tourism sector has 
been hard hit by negative perceptions despite not 
being close to the epicentre of the most recent 
outbreak in West Africa . Suspected cases  should 47 48

be taken as a sign of vigilance in responding to cases 
as they arise –as they have always been in the past-
rather than the arrival of an apocalypse since 
authorities are normally taking heightened initiatives 
to prevent its emergence within the region and also 
to contain it in the event of infections.

 New Vision, ‘Museveni Calls for Political Mobilization against Ebola’, 21 October 2014, http://45

www.newvision.co.ug/news/660933-museveni-calls-for-political-mobilization-against-ebola.html 

 BBC, ‘Uganda’s President Museveni on Ebola Response’, 22 October 2014 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-46

africa-29716828 

 Honan E., ‘Ebola Fears ripple Across Continent to Hurt East African Tourism’, Reuters, 29 October 2014,  http://47

www.reuters.com/article/2014/10/29/us-health-ebola-tourism-idUSKBN0II1FJ20141029 

 Tomasulo A., ‘Update on Ebola in Uganda and Suspected Case in Kenya’, The Disease Daily, 1 August 2012 http://48

healthmap.org/site/diseasedaily/article/update-ebola-uganda-and-suspected-case-kenya-8112 
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SUDAN: Murky 
Waters 
Is the Al-Ingaz 

regime a 
!iend of 

East A!ica?49

Recent leaks of a 
meeting by Sudan’s 

Al-Ingaz (Salvation) 

National Congress Party/National 
Islamic Front (NCP/NIF) Military and Security 
Committee at the end of August revealed the 
regime’s intention to supply advanced weaponry and 
intelligence to the Sudan People’s Liberation 
Movement/Army–In Opposition (SPLM/A-IO) . 50

This flies in the face of efforts by the Inter-
governmental Authority on Development (IGAD) to 
reconcile warring parties in South Sudan. Reports 
highlight the various challenges faced by IGAD in 
bringing about peace. Observers have charged that 
the process is mired by interference by foreign 

actors; usurpation of action from the mediation team 
by the Heads of State Summit; and general 
incompetence .51

Previously Uganda was perceived as the main 
interested party whose involvement in the peace 
process seemed contradictory considering that 
President Yoweri Museveni had already cast his lot 
with incumbent President Salva Kiir by deploying 
troops in South Sudan . Together with Kenya, these 52

two countries are the only members of IGAD from 
the East African Community (EAC) . However, 53

going by Tanzania’s intervention that gave impetus to 
a possible settlement during the Arusha talks, 
membership to the EAC has offered a safety valve to 
the myriad competing interests . 54

This due to the fact that Tanzania does not share a 
border with South Sudan as is the case with Uganda 
and Kenya. The two IGAD members also have more 
vested interests in the process considering that 
continued fighting would occasion a loss of: US$ 1 
billion annually ; and job opportunities for their 55

citizens. To compound this situation, fighting adds 
pressures to their priorities as they will have to cater 
for the influx of refugees and possible proliferation 
of small arms or light weapons which enhance 

 The term East Africa is loosely used to mean the East African Community (EAC). Eastern Africa and or the Greater 49

Horn of Eastern Africa (GHEA) are used in reference to coverage of the trend monitoring scope of GHQ.

 Reeves E., ‘Looking Directly into the Heart of Darkness: What the Khartoum Regime Really Thinks’, Sudan: 50

Research, Analysis and Advocacy, 24 September 2014, http://sudanreeves.org/2014/09/25/looking-directly-into-
the-heart-of-darkness-what-the-khartoum-regime-really-thinks-leaked-minutes-of-critical-august-2014-meeting-of-
senior-military-and-security-official/ 

 African Arguments, ‘IGAD’s credibility seriously damaged by South Sudan summit fiasco’, Addis Dispatches (part 51

two), 3 September 2013 http://africanarguments.org/2014/09/03/addis-dispatches-part-two-igads-credibility-
seriously-damaged-by-south-sudan-summit-fiasco/ 

 Among B., ‘Ugandan Army is in South Sudan to Stay, Says President Salva Kiir’, 12 July 2014, http://52

www.theeastafrican.co.ke/news/Ugandan-army-is-in-South-Sudan-to-stay--Kiir-says/-/2558/2381426/-/fimdfpz/-/
index.html 

 GHQ#1( Greater Horn Quarterly), ‘Keeping the Peace’, Issue 1, Society for International Development (SID) 2014 53

http://www.sidint.net/docs/GHQ_1_June2014.pdf 

 Among B., Op.cit. 54

 GHQ#1, Op.cit.55
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insecurity in their 
territories. The complexities 
of these kinds of 
circumstances can be seen 
from an incident when 
fighting broke out between 
different communities in 
the Kenyan Kakuma refugee 
camp . 56

However, these new 
revelations of military 
support towards Riek 
Machar by Khartoum reveal 
signs of a protracted 
struggle in the future of 
South Sudan that may have 
influenced President Kiir’s 
Khartoum trip to persuade President Omar Al-
Bashir not to support the rebels . Yet high ranking 57

officials in Al-Bashir’s government disclose their 
disdain for splitting of the country that allowed for 
the emergence of South Sudan. Referring to this 
question as the ‘New Sudan Project’  these officials 58

view South Sudan as a negative influence to various 
forms of opposition and rebellion they are 
experiencing from groups such as the Sudan People’s 
Liberation Movement/Army-North (SPLA/M-N) and 
the Sudanese Revolutionary Front (SRF). They 
therefore disclose a willingness to boost violent 
action within the Southern Sudanese rebellion to 
create instability that will secure the Greater Upper 
Nile Region- which comprises of the Jonglei, Unity, 
and Upper Nile states.

Accordingly, this serves as retaliation for Juba’s 
support of insurgencies in Blue Nile, South Kordofan 
and Darfur regions . Hardliners in the 59

administration have been consolidating their power 
by advancing policies combining: an economic 
blockade through border closures; supporting proxy 
forces; enhancement of ethno-
regional tensions and encouraging political 
attrition to weaken the southern republic .  This is 60

intended to provoke conflicts that not only 
consolidate administrative power but also frustrate 
liberal reforms in Sudanese politics and the economy. 
Plus, it allows Sudan to access- by any means 
necessary- oil finances they see as having been denied 
with South Sudanese stoppage of production and 
sales. This oil is normally channelled to world 
markets via northern pipelines.

 Lutta S., ‘Six die in fight among Kakuma refugees’, Daily Nation, 2 November 2014, http://www.nation.co.ke/56

counties/Kakuma-camp-fight-leaves-six-dead/-/1107872/2508254/-/f2h04qz/-/index.html 

 Oluoch F., ‘South Sudan Faces Treat of New war’, The East African, 1 November 2014, http://57

www.theeastafrican.co.ke/news/South-Sudan-faces-threat-of-a-new-war-/-/2558/2507618/-/roxaouz/-/index.html 

 This principle was most forcefully articulated by the late Southern leader John Garang, that neither race nor 58

ethnicity nor religion should be the basis for citizenship in a truly multi-party, democratic Sudan See Reeves E., 
op.cit.

 Verhoeven H., ’Sudan’s War of Attrition’, Al Jazeera, 3 April 2012,  http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/59

2012/04/20124114427779102.html 

 Ibid.60
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Despite this complication surrounding Khartoum-
Juba relations, Kenya and Uganda’s good intentions 
to find peace in South Sudan under the rubric of 
IGAD are distracting them from focusing on their 
own regional integration initiatives . The 61

momentum in efforts to: boost infrastructure; and 
encourage free movement seem to have slackened. 
Pundits see this as due to Kampala and Nairobi’s 
interest to have Juba join the EAC family. 

Nevertheless, in its apparent dysfunctional state 
South Sudan is being viewed as not being worth the 
value of time put into its prospected membership. 
Already, infrastructure projects like the Lamu Port 
South Sudan Ethiopia Transport (LAPSSET) 
Corridor are prospected to bypass the role of Sudan 
in the oil production process . This is therefore 62

demanding a tight rope walk in diplomatic efforts if 
one considers that LAPSSET challenges the northern 
pipeline by offering alternative routes for South 
Sudanese oil. Additionally, relative differences in the 
nature of governance may put increasing strain on 
relations as seen from when Kenya’s High Court -an 
independent- body ordered the arrest of President 
Al-Bashir on account of his International Criminal 
Court (ICC) indictment . 63

Geopolitics could highlight competing interests but 
what should worry East Africa more are the 
disclosures of involvement with radical Islamist 
groups in Somalia , by these high ranking Sudanese 64

officials. While expressing commitment to their 
allies, the officers give a glimpse into knowledge of 
destabilizing elements in the frontlines of Somalia 

 Onyango-Obbo C., ‘CoW is dozing, butcher’s sharpening his knives’, The East African, 15 November 2014, http://61

www.theeastafrican.co.ke/OpEd/comment/CoW-is-dozing--butcher-s-sharpening-his-knives/-/434750/2523556/-/
lajrmbz/-/index.html 

 Howes P., ‘Kenyan-Sudanese Relations: Heading for a collision’, African Arguments, 9 February 2012, http://62

africanarguments.org/2012/02/09/kenyan-sudanese-relations-heading-for-a-collision-by-peter-howes/ 

 Ibid.63

 Reeves E., op.cit.64
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and regional capitals where terrorists continue to 
cause havoc. While holding onto information of 
other elements that are likely going to destabilize 
them through acts of terror, primarily for its benefit, 
how would East African governments trust an entity 
that is potentially going to make the South Sudanese 
conflict fester? 

East African states involved in the process are intent 
on peace and stability in South Sudan in order to 
access available markets that will create jobs for 
locals and foreigners as a way to attain development. 
In deploying a strong 5000 troop IGAD peace 
keeping force another EAC country, Rwanda, 
becomes involved yet the deployment of these 
soldiers in Unity and Upper Nile states puts them –
together with their Ethiopian and Kenyan 
counterparts-in the hot zone of proxy and attrition 
wars between North and South . Considering the 65

Al-Ingazi officials resolve to decimate any notions of 
the New Sudan Project, their duplicitous intentions 
for partnering with Ethiopia are exposed as they seek 
to co-opt its officers into spying on the activities of 
Sudan’s enemies . Its actions, therefore, jeopardize 66

the lives of refugees in neighbouring countries. This 
should be a worrying issue particularly for Kenya and 
Uganda.

Continued conflict in the region exerts extreme 
strain on mostly its regions people and their 
economies. However, members of the Military and 
Security Committee plan to destroy agricultural and 
food supplies as a military tactic. This is a direct 
affront to mostly civilian activities primarily harming 
women, children, and the elderly . Furthermore the 67

proxy wars it intends to support will surely increase 

humanitarian challenges in the region which should 
not be exacerbated. 

IGADs capacity in mediating this process is 
therefore seeming very week. Its inability to stem 
myriad interests at play shows why it needs support 
of the greater Eastern Africa region in achieving its 
ends through proper objective means. If the 
organization fails, this may result in a test of its 
credibility and further lead to discussions that 
question its viability. East African countries need to 
worry because in this state of weakness the growth of 
Sudan as an interested party and stakeholder is 
increasing by the day; despite their lack of 
commitment to real peace due to their inclination 
for divide and rule tactics in achieving aims of regime 
consolidation. IGAD is further sidelined by lack of 
confidence from conflicting South Sudanese 
parties . Therefore IGAD member states and other 68

regional bodies involved, such as EAC, must now 
insist on commitment to its mediation efforts. 
Institutionally, IGAD has to improve its delivery on 
issues to avoid glaring aspects of incompetence that 
seem to keep setting back the talks . 69

 Among B., ‘Uganda Views Presence of Troops as Essential’, The East African, 17 May 2014, http://65

www.theeastafrican.co.ke/news/Uganda-puts-caveat-on-Juba-troops-pullout-/-/2558/2318144/-/upfbjqz/-/
index.html 

 Reeves E., op.cit. 66

 Ibid.67

 Yassin N., ‘The Blame Game on IGAD Peace Process Clashes with Reality’, The Reporter, 23 August 2014, http://68

www.thereporterethiopia.com/index.php/opinion/commentary/item/2401-the-blame-game-on-igad-peace-
process-clashes-with-reality 

 African Arguments, Addis Dispatches, http://africanarguments.org/?s=IGAD accessed 12 December 2014.69
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BURUNDI: The 
Danger of Empty 
Bellies 
A persistent food security question is 
exposing signs of state 
failure

BURUNDI-
The country 
has the highest 
rate of stunting 
in East A!ica. 
Almost 58% of 
country’s children are 
shorter than they should 
be. At a sub-national, level the 
country’s North and Centre-East 
regions are the hardest place in East A!ica for 
children !om a nutritional perspective. More than 
61% of them are stunted. The under-five 
population in Burundi was estimated at 1.4 
mi"ion in 2011, su&esting that 836,000 children 
are stunted.

Chronic malnutrition in Burundi is slowly coming to 
the world’s attention . The International Food 70

Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) has described the 
situation as extremely alarming noting that a 
substantial segment of the population is 
undernourished, underweight or dying from lack or 
necessary dietary needs. Also the malnutrition is 
extended to bad eating habits that cause excessive 
consumption of excessive fats and carbohydrates at 
the expense of other nutrients. The 2013 State of 
East Africa Report (SoEAR 2013) also highlighted the 

degree of stunting in the country on account of food 
insecurity.

Such a situation has sure ramifications across 
different sectors of the country as seen from its 
effects. In immediate terms malnutrition and 
stunting, cause significant challenges in the 
achievement of educational goals. This thereby 
affects the human resources capacity of Burundi. It 
also contributes between 1.9%-16.5% losses in Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) while increasing costs 
within a context of constrained budgets. For 
instance, in the health sector this would mean one 
has to spend more money catering for ailments due 
to poor health. This therefore means that there is 
less financial savings and if one is to consider time 
spent in hospitals it means there is lower labour 
productivity due to long periods spent away from 
work .71

Strategies addressing malnutrition are an indicator of 
a country’s social policies, in that, for there to be a 
boost in the masses human security situation broad 
interventions in health, education, social protection, 
and social infrastructure services have to be made. 
Increased stunting and malnutrition are therefore 
highlighting signs of increased state failure . For 72

Burundi this becomes an irony considering how 
extremely fertile the country is while its agricultural 
interventions are characterized by insufficient impact 
on its levels of food security .This extends to 73

sustainable improvement of land productivity and 
labour, plus mitigating strategies to cope with effects 
of climate change. All this leaves the general 
populace to suffer chronic and acute malnutrition, 
poverty and ultimately extreme vulnerability.

This therefore exposes the country to both domestic 
and external threats. With an increasing population 
on finite territory, lack of opportunities occasioned 
by minimal productivity would leave the populace 

 Uwimana D., ‘Burundi-the Hungriest Country in the World? A Review of the Indicators’, Iwacu English News, 27 70

October, http://allafrica.com/stories/201410270955.html 

 AU (African Union), ‘The Socio-Economic Impact of Child Malnutrition in Africa’, Updates, 20 February 2014, http://71

www.carmma.org/update/socio-economic-impact-child-malnutrition-africa 

 Ibid.72

 http://www.wageningenur.nl/en/project/Building-on-Fertile-Grounds-Burundi.htm 73
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restive. These 
situations of 
enhanced tensions 
may not be easily 
taken care of with 
political solutions 
such as the 
upcoming 
elections. Existing 
grievances could 
very easily be piled 
onto other 
inefficiencies to 
generate a highly 
combustible 
environment . 74

Unfortunately such 
instances persist 
within the context of authorities who dismissively 
overlook basic needs of their citizens, as seen from 
the diversion of Burundi’s agricultural budget to 
planning and conduct of forth coming elections .75

Burundi’s economy remains heavily dependent on 
unprocessed agriculture for export. The country is 
hindered in its economic exploits due to shortage of 
electricity and infrastructure . Despite an improved 76

telecoms sector, poor investment and unsatisfactory 
development responses will affect productive sectors 
like exploitation of nickel or production of coffee 
which need healthy well fed people to constructively 
participate in Burundi’s prosperity. This should be 
done soon or else Burundians might just have to face 
what most failed states have to go through. Hunger 
inspired chaos!!  

 http://www.insightonconflict.org/2013/10/burundi-at-crossroads/ 74

 Ibid., http://allafrica.com/stories/201410270955.html 75

 BURUNDI-Moving the goalposts, The Africa Report No. 66 December 2014-January 2015, Africa in 2015-China 76

Down, Europe Out, Africa digs Deep.
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TWEETINTERVIEW
#Mindspeak 
On 6 December 2014 GHQ attended Aly-Khan Saatchu’s monthly #Mindspeak series in 
which the invited guest was TradeMark East A!ica (TMEA) Chief Executive Officer 
Frank Matsaert who presented on Unleashing the East A!ican Lion. The discussion had 
some interesting insights as captured by the fo"owing tweets:

@alykhansatchu: It takes between 7-9 years for a (Kenyan) Graduate to find 
(his/her) first job @FrankMatsaert @TradeMarkEastA #Mindspeak 

@alykhansatchu: (Tanzania) has a trade surplus with Kenya @FrankMatsaert 
#Mindspeak not reported in press @niladriroy 

@FrankMatsaert: @aeyakuze @alykhansatchu In (the) Ethiopian Highlands I 
dreamt (it) joins a prosperous, more equal & job filled #EAC

@alykhansatchu: Up to 45% of the costs of goods in Rwanda is just transport 
@FrankMatsaert @TradeMarkEastA #Mindspeak

@FrankMatsaert: @LGtwits @alykhansatchu Linus I'm afraid (it’s) true: getting a job is really tough, 800k 
join labor (market) annually with only 80k jobs created

@AgnesGitau: @FrankMatsaert @alykhansatchu @TradeMarkEastA @jumuiya in 2010 informal trade 
(between) #Uganda & #Kenya was over Kshs.200m, can you imagine now?

@alykhansatchu: When @FrankMatsaert asked audience if they were optimists or pessimists about EAC 
everyone (except one) was an Optimist #Mindspeak @TradeMarkEastA 

@chaolafemefatal: Lots of potential for growth RT @alykhansatchu: It would be a big Win if Ethiopia joined 
#EAC @TradeMarkEastA @InterConNairobi #Mindspeak

@alykhansatchu: Investors (are) more worried by #Ebola than Insecurity says #Keninvest #Kenya

@alykhansatchu: (@TradeMarkEastA) build(s) a sustainability component into each Project @FrankMatsaert 
#Mindspeak 

@alykhansatchu: @jmkikwete made a major commitment to EAC in Dodoma says @FrankMatsaert 
@TradeMarkEastA #Mindspeak

@alykhansatchu: Huge investment (are) being made in Mass Transit in Dar es Salaam says @FrankMatsaert 
@TradeMarkEastA #Mindspeak

@alykhansatchu: Customs was run by the North when (@TradeMarkEastA) started to train South Sudan 
Customs (and)70% could not read @FrankMatsaert #Mindspeak
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@hoyawolf: If you bring Ethiopia into EAC 
Djibouti must follow as Addis’ (is the) main 
(international) import/export port @alykhansatchu 
@FrankMatsaert @TradeMarkEastA

@alykhansatchu: Northern Corridor carries 25m 
tonnes and $4b value @FrankMatsaert 
@TradeMarkEastA #Mindspeak 

@alykhansatchu: It would be a big Win if Ethiopia 
joined #EAC @FrankMatsaert @TradeMarkEastA 
@InterConNairobi #Mindspeak

@alykhansatchu: @TradeMarkEastA want(s) to look at informal Trade and at female participation 
@FrankMatsaert #Mindspeak

@alykhansatchu: (There has been) 110% increase in Burundi revenue collection since 2011 says 
@FrankMatsaert @TradeMarkEastA #Mindspeak 

@Frishiz: Logistics for trade is @TradeMarkEastA project seeking to reduce cost of transport in (East Africa) 
by coming up with innovative ideas #Mindspeak

@prepaid_africa: RT @TradeMarkEastA: Regional market opportunities (have a) high- consumer base in EAC 
of 150M, with a wider market of 300M.-@FrankMatsaert

@FrankMatsaert: @felixwa7 @alykhansatchu @InterConNairobi Felix @TradeMarkEastA (is) working on 7 
one stop borders in #EAC to reduce trade costs $120m invested

@TradeMarkEastA: Apprenticeship may sound old-fashioned, but it's very important to learn a craft/skill and 
master it.-@FrankMatsaert

@TradeMarkEastA: If 40% of trade movement shifted from the roads to the railways that would make a big 
positive impact in the EAC-@FrankMatsaert #Mindspeak

@AfroBizLinks: Intra Africa trade growing despite infrastructure challenges. 40% of Uganda exports go to S 
Sudan @FrankMatsaert @TradeMarkEastA #Mindspeak

@maapeafrica: @kamuhinda @alykhansatchu @FrankMatsaert @TradeMarkEastA @InterConNairobi am in 
tourism industry am (very) happy they are working on single visa

With these plus a few other tweets GHQ 
Tweenterview managed to generate two word clouds 
to try and capture further the conversations that 
took place, prominent participants and issues raised:

Lastly, it goes without say that some of the 
questions posed by a GHQ team member had to 
generate appropriate reactions!

@FrankMatsaert: @alykhansatchu @aeyakuze 
Thanks Aidan will try to give you answers Bwana 
Hard Questions, did you work for the Inquisition!? 
(Just joking!)  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